Paula McGee – Dover, Arkansas
I'm a one-woman show, creating and designing fantastical characters
from my whimsical imagination... An imagination that I used
prolifically as a child to create my own wonderland. Though at that
time my wonderland looked like mud pies decorated with
wildflowers and daisy chains served as party snacks to my Raggedy
Anne doll and some stick people....
I began designing figures when the kids were older, so I could use
my artistic abilities in a new way. I love texture so fabrics were my
natural choice for a base medium (painters paint on a cloth canvas). I
paint/draw the faces and features on all of my dolls. I love costuming the figures in elaborate
Victorian, Edwardian, Medieval mixed eras and of course woodland wear. I draw my ideas from
the depths of Shakespeare, Folklore & Fairytale, Nursery Rhyme, and children's storybooks; of
which I have a good sized library. I create figurative fiber art. I connect to people through my
works. And I believe that's why, all my life, I crave to make the art I do. Because I love the
feelings of happiness my dolls give to others. www.paulasdollhouse.net

Paula McGee * Drawing Faces on Cloth

This Class is Full
Sunday - #1M1
1/2 Day
8:30am-4 or 12pm
Workshop – Cloth
Level: BWSS - Beginner with
sewing skills and up
No sewing machine in class if
homework is done
Pre class work – Yes
Kit –0Take the fear out of becoming creative when drawing faces. Paula’s style is creative; she
has a very detailed stylized artistic flair. Learn to draw flat faces on cloth, achieving depth and
detail in facial features. You will walk out of this class with at least one doll pin to wear and
show off. This class covers placement of features on the head, drawing the facial features, eyes,
nose and mouth. Shading and highlighting will create the depth and dimension that so many
faces long for. Freckles aren’t just spots!

Paula McGee – Drawing Faces on Cloth – Supply List:
Fabric for heads - a fat quarter will be more than enough (stitch up more than one head!)
Color pencils (prismacolor is my only brand), Fine tip artist markers/pens - sharpie has a new
extremely fine tip pen that I love, Krylon clear acrylic spray, stuffing, needle and thread

